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Under the Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002, publicly traded companies must safeguard

investors from the possibility of fraudulent accounting activities done by

corporations. This is accomplished through the segregation of duties (SOD). SOD is

an internal control designed to prevent error and fraud by ensuring that at least two

individuals are responsible for separate tasks within a business process. While SOD

was introduced to improve security, it can add overhead costs to your organization.

SOD is only applied when necessary— to the most vulnerable business processes. But

SOD does not have to be a hinderance to your organization; the SOD solution

embedded within QAD’s Adaptive ERP helps companies remain productive while

operating within the law.  

 

 The segregation of duties plays a vital role in protecting company assets. Just as it is

better to have another set of eyes proofread your document, it is better to have more

than one person in charge of a transaction. An example of where SOD should be

applied is accounts payable, as this accounting area is particularly sensitive to

possible error and fraud. In this scenario, we would have one person responsible

for vendor master management, another person responsible for the processing of

accounts payable invoices, and a third person responsible for the approval and

processing of payments.



QAD recognizes the overhead SOD can put on a business and has

created a solution that allows organizations to operate efficiently

while complying to the federal mandate. The SOD module is paired

with the standard role-based security module to offer a system that

increases transparency and accountability.   

 

There are several components that make up the QAD SOD module, the

first component being the various security roles offered. Each task in

a process will have a clearly defined role. For instance, roles in the

procure to pay cycle include supplier create, purchase order creation,

purchase order receipts, supplier invoice creation, supplier payment

processing, and bank reconciliation. Usually, an individual only has

access to their role. However, there is a “superuser” feature. The

superuser has access to all menus. Unfettered access violates

Sarbanes Oxley, which is why the superuser is only permitted access

during the implementation process and within test and development

environments.   

 

The next SOD component is the matrix. The matrix explores the

relationship amongst categories, meaning it also defines conflicting

categories. A SOD category relates to security roles in a one to one

relationship, or one to many relationships. Referring to the example in

the second paragraph, the matrix ensures that within the system, the

person in charge of vendor master management would not have access

to the processing of accounts payable invoices.   

 

The third component, SOD policy exceptions, allows users to override

conflicting categories. If an override is used, external safeguards must

be put into place. SOD policy exceptions allow for the override of

conflict categories at the user level. Organizations may be too small to

enforce SOD without policy exceptions. Per our example, the

organization may allow a single individual to create vendors and

process invoices. The policy exception must be documented, and

mitigated controls must be defined. We can document the policy

exceptions and the mitigating controls inside of QAD’s Adaptive ERP.

   

 

The segregation of duties plays a vital role in ensuring the integrity

and lawfulness of an organization. A properly implemented

segregation of duties model will lower the company’s business risk

and protect the company’s business assets. Contact a QAD expert at

Logan Consulting to learn more, at (312) 345-8800 or click on the

Logan Consulting icon to the left. 
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